
DEMOTRATIVE COMMUNICATION

Demonstrative communication describes nonverbal and unwritten communication. This communication can be conveyed
through facial expressions , tone of.

It provides us with a means for conveying messages without the use of verbal language and also plays a role in
the Demonstrative Communication words - 4 pages demonstrative communication is nonverbal and unwritten,
it still requires listening and responding. When a sales person is well dressed and looks put together while
presenting a friendly approach he can be considered trustworthy and reliable. The vital components of
demonstrative communication include tone, gestures, prior knowledge, and the environment. A customer calls
to set up new phone service in his new home. Include the following elements in your paper: -Provide
examples showing how demonstrative communication can be effective and ineffective, positive and negative,
for the sender and receiver. Listening and responding is vital to ensure that the messages intended are the
messages sent Akerman, Communication is a two-way conversation. One must listen carefully and respond
accordingly in order to get the right point across or it could be misconstrued. This is one type of
communication that we all do and have done, but I do not think that people realize just how many aspects
there are to demonstrative communication. Demonstrative communication is nonverbal and unwritten
communications that involve such aspects of facial expressions, tone of voice and body language.
Demonstrative communication also involves nonverbal and unwritten communication. When people are
comfortable they are more receptive to the message. Misunderstandings occur when effective listening and
responding are not utilized. This form of communication also involves tone and body language. There are
number of findings noticing the importance of safety communication in the aviation industry. Demonstrative
communication reinforces verbal communication. This way is considered to be the use of body language and
facial expressions. When you think of communication, you automatically think of someone having a verbal
conversation with another person, but that is not always the case Many people are unaware of the way they
convey with body language, tone of voice, their gestures, personal appearance and receivers are unaware of
what they perceive and acknowledge from the communication as well. This paper aims to discuss
demonstrative communication and its effectiveness. Similarly, the tone of voice can be used Most of the time,
face-to-face communication is more effective than other forms of communication. There are four types of
communication which are verbal spoken , non-verbal, written and visualization. Demonstrative non-verbal
communication supports verbal communication despite the fact that it can convey messages on its own. Our
body language, the tone of voice we use, and facial expressions communicate silently for us during the
conversations that we have. If you are breathing, you are a manager because everyone manages their own lives
in which we communicate with ourselves about what choices and decisions we should make. Demonstrative
communication consists of nonverbal actions, thing like a smile, a handshake, eye contact, and most
importantly body language This includes body movement, posture, gestures, and eye contact. Facial
expressions can be further classified into positive and negative. References Akerman, J. People can
misunderstand a facial expression or body language, and this can lead to hostel situations. Communication can
involve two individuals or a group of people speaking with another. Similarly, if a person is speaking
cheerfully, it conveys a message of friendliness. This is not a written contract, but implies a series of mutual
expectations and satisfaction of needs arising from the student teacher What is non-verbal communication and
how is it used in our society? The first course that this paper will discuss is oral communications. Clothing,
tattoos, and hairstyles are used by persons to convey a message about themselves these are examples of
demonstrative communication.


